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UNITED STATES PATENT office 
METHOD OF AND APPARATUS. FOR, 

MEASURING CROSS TALK 
Harvey H. Benning, Lincoln Park, N.J., assignor 
to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, 
New York, N.Y., a corporation of New York: 
Application July 4, 1942, Serial No. 449,819 

Claims. 

This invention relates to electrical measure 
ments in intelligence transmission systems, and 
more particularly to a method of and apparatus 
for expeditiously measuring cross-talk between 
two conductor pairs extending together and em 
bodied in a carrier current system. 

Heretofore, various arrangements have been 
employed to measure cross-talk On intelligence 
transmission systems including both the audible 
and carrier current type. In accordance with 
such prior arrangements normal signal transmis 
sion was simultaneously interrupted on both the 
Conductors involved so that the cross-talk meas 
urements would be accomplished independently 
of the maintenance of normal signal transmission. 
However, in certain carrier transmission systems 
developed recently and embodying a plurality of 
repeaters in the individual conductor pairs, it is 
not practical to interrupt normal signal trans 
mission. On both the conductor pairs so that cross 
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talk measurement had to be made during normal 
signal transmission. Moreover, it was found in 
the recently developed carrier systems that pilot 
Waves utilized to regulate the gain characteristic 
of the repeaters in one conductor pair tended, 
When present in the other conductor as cross 
talk, to affect deleteriously the same regulation of 
the repeaters in the other conductor pair. This 
was So for the reason that the cross-talk pilot 
waves present in the other conductor pair pos 
sessed a varying phase angle with respect to the 
phase angle of the pilot waves individual to the 
other conductor pair. 
The presentinvention contemplates an arrange 

ment for measuring cross-talk between two, par- 3: 
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allel conductor pairs on. which normal signal. 
transmission is taking place. 
The object of the invention is to measure the 

CrOSS-talk of two alternating, waves of identical 
frequency being simultaneously transmitted on 
two parallel conductor pairs. 
In carrier transmission systems of recent de 

velopment as mentioned previously, the separate 
conductor pairs are arranged for opposite direc 
tions of transmission by embodying therein a plu 
rality of one-way repeaters such that at one ter 
minal of each of the conductor pairs is located 
Suitable signal transmitting apparatus together 
With a pilot Wave source while at the opposite ter 
minal of each of the conductor pairs is located an 
appropriate signal translating mechanism. As 
the ranges of frequencies of the signal waves 
transmitted on the individual conductor pairs 
are identical, the pilot waves individual to each 
conductor pair for regulating the gain charac 
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teristics of the repeaters therein are provided 
with corresponding, individual frequencies. 
In a specific embodiment of the present inven 

tion, cross-talk measurements are made at the 
frequencies of individual-pilot Waves, while normal 
signal transmission is being effected on the two 
parallel conductor pairs. At one terminal of One 
conductor pair the source of pilot Waves having a 
frequency f1 and a source of audible waves having 
a fixed frequency f2 are applied to a modulating 
apparatus whose output, including a component 
having a frequency equivalent to the frequency f1 
and upper and lower side-band components 
whose frequencies differ by the frequency f2 from 
the frequency f1 of the pilot wave, is applied to 
the one terminal of the one conductor pair. The 
component f1 serves to regulate the gain charac 
teristic. of the individual repeaters embodied in 
the one conductor pair. . . . . 
To the other conductor pair at a terminal cor 

responding to the opposite terminal of the One 
conductor pair is applied a source of a further 
pilot wave having the frequency f1 While at the 
opposite terminal of the other conductor pair is 
disposed a demodulating device for demodulating 
the pilot wave f1 individual to the other conduc 
tor pair and the upper and lower side-band.com 
ponents present therein as cross-talk. As a Con 
sequence, the output of the demodulating device 
is supplied to an amplifier-detector device, ar 
ranged to select a component fa whose frequency 
is equivalent to the frequency f2 of the modulat 
ing wave. The magnitude of the component fa 
indicated on a suitable meter represents croSS 
talk at the frequency f1 from the one to the other 
conductor pair. This procedure is repeated to 
measure cross-talk at the frequencies of the re 
maining pilot waves individual to the one pair 
and passing from the latter to the other pair. 
The same procedure is employed to measure. 
cross-talk at all frequencies of the pilot waves in 
dividual to the other pair and passing from the 
latter to the one pair. In the latter procedure 
the audible source and modulating apparatus are 
connected to the other pair While the demodulat 
ing and associated apparatus are connected to the 
One pair. 
The invention will be readily understood by ref 

erence to the following description taken to 
gether with the accompanying drawing which is 
a schematic circuit illustrating the specific em 
bodiment of the invention. 

Referring to the drawing, a disturbing con 
ductor pair. Olembodying spaced one-way ampli 
fiers and 2 arranged for W-E signal trans 



2 
mission extends along together with a disturbed 
conductor pair f3 embodying spaced One-Way 
amplifiers 4 and 5 arranged for E-W signal 
transmission. The amplifiers and 5 con 
stitute one unattended station while amplifiers 
2 and 4 comprise another unattended station. 
At the west attended station suitable signaling 
apparatus 20 connected to the W-E pair to 
serves to supply thereto signal Waves which are 
received by suitable signal translating apparatus 10 
2 located at the east attended station. At the . 
latter station suitable signaling apparatus 22 
connected to the E-W line 3 supplies thereto 
signal waves which are received by suitable signal 
translating terminal apparatus 23 located at the 
West terminal thereof. The broken lines indicate 
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differing from the frequency f1 of the pilot wave 
by an amount equivalent to the frequency f2 of 
the audible wave. Thus, the modulator 26 trans 
mits the modulation component whose frequency 
is equivalent to the frequency of the pilot Wave 
fi and which serves to regulate the gain charac 
teristic of the W-E amplifiers and 2 in the 
well-known manner as previously pointed out. 
The modulation components comprising the up 
per and lower side-bands of the pilot Wave fl. 
are also transmitted on the W-E conductor pairs 
3 but do not materially interfere with the afore 

that additional unattended stations may be inter 
posed between the west and east attended sta 
tions. Signal transmission may be effected, for 
example, over a frequency range extending from 
audibility up to at least 4 megacycles. - 
As both the conductor pairs 0 and 3 transmit 

identical frequency ranges of signal Waves, the 
gain characteristics of the respective amplifiers 
if and 2 and 4 and 5 may be regulated in the 
usual manner by identical pluralities of pilot 
waves having corresponding individual fre 
quencies. Depending on the frequency of the 
signal waves, one or more pilot waves of indi 
vidual frequencies may be simultaneously em 
ployed for such regulation. Thus, for example, 
the several pilot waves individual to each con 
ductor pair may comprise frequencies of the 
order of 64, 556, 2064 and 3096 kilocycles. Hence, 
the pilot sources 24 and 25 located at the respec 
tive west and east attended stations will be under 
stood to generate Simultaneously and continu 
ously the frequency at which cross-talk measure 
ments are to be made for a purpose that will now 
be explained. 
In accordance with the present invention, the 

pilot source 24 at the west attended station is 
applied to a modulator 26 of a type to be ex 
plained subsequently and to which is also applied 
a source 27 of alternating waves of fixed fre 
quency. The output of the modulator 26 is sup 
plied to the west terminal of the W-E con 
ductor pair f0. At the east terminal of the 
E-W conductor pair 3 the pilot source 25 is 
directly applied thereto. To the west terminal 
of the E-W conductor pair 3 is connected a de 
modulator 28 whose output is supplied to a selec 
tive amplifier-detector 29 which supplies its out 
put to a meter 30. 
In the operation of the present invention, let 

it be assumed that cross-talk from the disturbing 
W--Econductor pair 0 to the disturbed E-W 
conductor pair 3 is to be measured at the fre 
quency f1. In such case, the Wave sources 24 
and 25 located at the respective west and east 
terminals of the conductor pairs fo and 3 are 
understood to be generating simultaneously and 
continuously pilot waves having the frequency f1. 
The source 27 also located at the west terminal 
of the conductor pair to is generating a wave of 
the frequency f2 which, for the purpose of this 
illustration, is assumed to be in the audible range. 
As the pilot wave f1 (from the source 24) and 

audible wave fg. are simultaneously and continu 
ously applied to the modulator 26, the modula 
tion components appearing in the output of the 
modulator 26 include a component having the 
frequency f1 and other components whose fre 
quencies constitute the upper and lower side 
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mentioned gain regulation of the W-E ampli 
fiers and 2 by the component f1. 

Portions of the upper and lower side-band Con 
ponents being transmitted on the disturbing 
W-E conductor pair 0 are also transmitted as 
cross-talk to the disturbed E-W conductor pair 
3 and are further transmitted thereon together 
with the pilot wave f1 supplied directly thereto 
by the source 25 as previously pointed out. 
Again, it is to be understood that while the pilot 
wave f1 . (from the source 25) serves to regulate 
the gain characteristic of the E-W amplifiers 4 
and 5, the cross-talk upper and lower side-band 
components being transmitted on the disturbed 
E-W conductor pair f3 do not materially affect 
such regulation. The pilot wave fi (from the 
source 25) and the cross-talk upper and lower 
side-band components being transmitted on the 
E-W conductor pair 3 are supplied to the de 
modulator 28. 
As a result of the demodulation action, the out 

put of the demodulator 28 includes a component 
fe whose frequency is equivalent to the frequency 
f2 of the modulating audible Wave supplied by 
the source 27 to the modulator 26. The compo 
nent f is selected by the amplifier-detector 29 
which applies the detected wave to the meter 30, 
the reading of which in response to the detected 
component f. serves to indicate the magnitude of 
the cross-talk at the frequency f1. This pro 
cedure is repeated in like manner at the other 
individual frequencies of the pilot Waves to meas 
ure the cross-talk thereat from the W-E con 
ductor pair 0 to the E-W conductor pair f3. 
A similar procedure is employed to measure 

cross-talk from the E-W conductor pair 3 to 
the W-E conductor pair O at all frequencies of 
the pilot waves individual to the E-W conductor 
pair f3. In accordance with this procedure, the 
modulator 26 and audible wave Source 2 are op 
eratively associated with the pilot wave Source 
25 located at the east terminal of the E-W con 
ductor pair 3, and the demodulator 28, amplifier 
detector. 29 and meter 30 are operatively con 
nected to the east terminal of the W-E conduc 
tor pair C. 

Obviously, the cross-talk measurements are 
not necessarily limited to pilot waves but may 
be also expeditiously accomplished at the fre 
quency of any individual wave whose transmission 
cannot be interrupted without Seriously impair 
ing the fidelity of the transmission System. 
What is claimed is: 
1. The method of measuring cross-talk between 

... two conductor pairs extending together and em 
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bodying one or more amplifiers in each thereof, 
Which consists in continuously transmitting in 
dividual alternating waves of certain frequency 
On each of the two pairs at the same time for 
regulating a characteristic of the respective am 
plifiers, continuously transmitting also at the 
Same time on one of the two pairs other alternat 

bands of the pilot wave f1, that is, frequencies 7s ing waves whose frequencies differ from the cer 
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tain frequency by a predetermined amount, de 
riving from said certain wave being transmitted 
on the other of the two pairs and the portions 
of said other waves being transmitted on the 
other pair as cross-talk a component whose fre 
quency is equivalent to the predetermined fre 
quency difference between said certain and other 
waves on the one pair, and observing cross-talk 
represented by said component. 

2. The method of measuring cross-talk be 
tween two conductor pairs extending together 
and embodying an amplifier in each thereof, 
which consists in generating an alternating Wave 
having a certain frequency, translating Said cer 
tain Wave into one component whose frequency 
is equivalent to the certain frequency and other 
components whose frequencies differ from the 
certain frequency by a predetermined amount 
and continuously transmitting said one and other 
components on one of the pairs such that said 
one component controls the gain of the amplifier 
in the one pair, continuously transmitting on the 
other of the pairs at the same time a further al 
ternating wave having the certain frequency for 
controlling the gain of the amplifier in the other 
pair, translating said further certain wave being 
transmitted on the other pair and the portions 
of said other components being transmitted 
thereon as cross-talk into a further component 
whose frequency is equivalent to the predeter 
mined frequency difference between said one and 
other components on the one pair, and observ 
ing cross-talk represented by said further com 
ponent. 

3. The method of measuring croSS-talk be 
tween two conductor pairs extending together and 
embodying an amplifier in each thereof, which 
consists in generating an alternating Wave hav 
ing a certain frequency, generating an alternat 
ing wave having a different frequency, translat 
ing said certain and different waves into upper 
and lower side-band components of Said cer 
tain wave and another component whose frequen 
cy is equivalent to the certain frequency and con 
tinuously transmitting said side-band and other 
components on the first pair such that said other 
component controls the gain of the amplifier of 
the first pair, continuously transmitting at the 
same time a further alternating wave having the 
certain frequency on the second pair for control 
ling the gain of the amplifier therein, translating 
said further wave being transmitted on the Sec 
ond pair and the portions of Said side-band Com 
ponents being transmitted thereon as cross-talk 
into a further component whose frequency is 
equivalent to the different frequency, and observ 
ing cross-talk represented by Said further Com 
ponent. '. 

4. In combination, two conductor pairs extend 
ing together and embodying an amplifier in each 
thereof, means to apply continuously to one ter 
minal of the first pair a plurality of alternating 
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Waves including a wave having a certain fre-- 
quency and other waves whose frequencies differ 
by a predetermined amount from the certain fre 
quency such that the certain wave controls a 
characteristic of the amplifier of the first pair, 
means to apply continuously to the second pair 
at the same time at a terminal adjacent the op 
posite terminal of the first pair a further alter 
nating wave of the certain frequency for control 
ling a characteristic of the amplifier of the Sec 
ond pair, means at the opposite terminal Of the 
second pair to derive from the further wave be 
ing transmitted thereon and the portions of the 
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other waves being transmitted on the second pair 
as cross-talk an additional wave whose frequency 
is equivalent to the predetermined frequency dif 
ference between the certain and other waves on 
the first pair, and means to observe cross-talk at 
the certain frequency as represented by the ad 
ditional Wave. 

5. In combination, two conductor pairs extend 
ing together and embodying an amplifier in each 
thereof, means at one terminal of the first pair 
to generate an alternating current having a cer 
tain frequency, means to translate said certain 
current into a plurality of components one of 
which has a frequency equivalent to the certain 
frequency and others of which have frequencies 
differeing from the certain frequency by a pre 
determined amount and to apply continuously 
said one and other components to Said one ter 
minal of the first pair such that the one Com 
ponent regulates the gain characteristic of the 
amplifier of the first pair, means to apply con 
tinuously to the second pair at the same time at 
a terminal adjacent, the opposite terminal of the 
first pair a further alternating current having 
the certain frequency for regulating the gain 
characteristic of the amplifier of the Second pair, 
means connected to the opposite terminal of the 
second pair to translate the further current be 
ing transmitted thereon and the portions of the 
other components being transmitted thereon as 
cross-talk into a further component whose fre 
quency is equivalent to the predetermined fre 
quency difference, and means to observe cross 
talk represented by the further component. 

6. A System for measuring cross-talk between 
two conductor pairs extending together, compris 
ing one or more amplifiers embodied in individ 
ual pairs such that a characteristic of said am 
plifiers is regulated by an alternating wave hav 
ing a certain frequency, at One terminal of the 
first pair a Source of alternating current of the 
certain frequency, a source of an alternating 
wave of a different frequency and means to 
translate both the certain and different Waves 
into components of which certain ones comprise 
frequencies constituting the upper and lower 
side-bands of the certain wave and a further one 
whose frequency is equivalent the certain fre 
quency and to apply continuously the side-band 
and further components to the one terminal of 
the first pair such that the further component 
regulates the characteristic of the amplifier of 
the first pair, a further source of an alternating 
wave having the certain frequency and applied 
Continuously at the Same time to the Second 
pair at a terminal adjacent the opposite terminal 
of the first pair for regulating the characteristic 
of the amplifier of the second pair, means con 
nected to the second pair at the terminal adja 
cent the one terminal at the first pair for trans 
lating the further certain wave being transmit 
ted On the Second pair and the upper and lower 
Side-band components being transmitted there 
On aS CrOSS-talk into an additional component 
whose frequency is equivalent to the frequency 
of the different wave, selective means to detect 
the additional component, and means responsive 
to the detected additional component for indicat 
ing Cross-talk represented thereby. 

7. In combination, two conductor pairs extend 
ing together and embodying in each thereof an 
amplifier having a characteristic regulated by an 
alternating wave of certain frequency, means for 
Continuously applying said certain wave to each 
of Said pairs for regulating the characteristics of 
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the respective amplifiers, further means includ 
ed in said wave applying means for continuously 
applying at the same time to one of Said pairs 
other alternating waves having a predetermined 
frequency difference from said certain wave, 
means connected to the other of said pairs for 
translating said certain wave thereon and the 
portions of said other Waves thereon as cross 
talk, passing from said one to said other pair, 

into a component whose frequency is equivalent 
to the predetermined frequency difference be 
tween Said certain and other Waves on Said. One 
pair, and means for observing the magnitude of 
said component as a measure of the magnitude 
of the cross-talk at said certain frequency, pass 
ing from Said one to Said other pair. 

HARVEY H. BENNING, 


